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Abstract 
Grigoriev, D.Yu., Deviation theorems for solutions of differential equations and applications to 
lower bounds on parallel complexity of sigmoids, Theoretical Computer Science 133 (1994) 23-33. 
Under a sigmoid with a depth d we understand a circuit with d layers where each real function 
computed at (i+ 1)th layer is obtained as G(q) where q is a rational expression in the functions 
computed at ith layer and G is a gate operator from some admitted family. Two types of the families 
of gate operators are considered: first, we admit to substitute g(q) where 9 is a solution of a linear 
ordinary differential equation with the polynomial coefficients and second, as G(q) we take a solu- 
tion of nonlinear first-order differential equation. The sigmoids of the first type compute any 
composition of the functions like exp, log, sin (thus, it includes, in particular, standard sigmoids 
corresponding to the gate y =(l +exp( :x))- I), the sigmoids of the second type compute Pfaffian 
functions. The main result states that if two different functionsf, ,f2 are computed by means of the 
sigmoids with the parallel complexity d, then the difference Ifi -f2 1 grows not slower than 
(exp’d’(p))-l (and not faster than exp”“(p)) where exp w is d times iteration of the exponential 
function and p is a certain polynomial, thus one cannot rather/good approximatef, with a precise 
parallel complexity d by means of a functionf, with a less parallel complexity. Also we estimate the 
number of zeroes in the intervals of a function computed by a sigmoid of the first type. All the 
obtained bounds are sharp. 
1. Deviation theorems for the functions computed by sigmoids 
Denote the ring KO = R[X], FO = R(X), D=d/dX. By r denote the set of 
real functions u : R+R being solutions of linear ordinary differential equations 
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of the kind 
1 ajDi u=o, 
OCjCn-1 
where the coefficients ajEFo are defined everywhere on R, in other words, their 
denominators have no real roots. The elements of r will play the role of gate functions 
in the sigmoids. As the operator L has no real singularities ([6]), the function u is 
analytic on R (actually, one could get rid of this requirement and consider gate 
functions with real singularities, but we shall not dwell on it for the sake of simplifying 
the exposition). Now we define Ki and Fi by induction on i, namely Ki+ 1 for i>O is 
a differential ring [7] generated by the functions of the form u(q) where UET and qEFi. 
Define Fi+ 1 as a (differential) field of quotients of Ki+ 1. 
Under a sigmoid with a depth d we understand a circuit with d layers in which each 
function w:‘+” at (i+ I)th layer (06 i<d) is computed as 
,!j’ ,+1 =~((slls2)(w11’,w12’, . ..> X)), (2) 
for a certain gate function MET and gr, y,~[w [ IV:“, Wi2’, .., X] being polynomials in 
the functions wi” (2’ ,Wi ,... computed at the previous layers of the sigmoid, and in the 
variable X. 
Let u=u’,...,u, where u,:R+R, 1 </dn be a basis (over R) of the space of 
solutions of the Eq. (1) [6]. Extend the sigmoid without changing its depth adding also 
the instructions u,((y,/y2)(w~“, ~11~’ , .., X)) at (i+ 1)th layer. One can show by 
induction on i that each function wi+ 1 (j’ belongs to Ki+ 1 (and conversely, any element 
from Ki+ 1 can be obtained as a polynomial in the functions computed at (i+ 1)th layer 
of a suitable sigmoid). Usually, u is taken from a certain subset of r, for example, in the 
case of the standard sigmoid one takes u=exp(-X) (see [9]). 
Henceforth, we fix a sigmoid and by Oi c Ki denote a differential ring generated 
over R(X) by wi”, wi2’, ; so as an algebraic ring pi is generated by all the 
derivatives wi”, Dwi”, . . . . wi” , Dwi” . . . Denote by expCd’EKd the iteration of the 
exponential function d times. Now we are able to formulate the first main result of the 
paper (deviation theorem for the functions computed by sigmoids). 
Theorem 1. Let a function 0 $ f he computed by a sigmoid with a depth d. For any p1 
there exist po,p2 where po,pl ,p2eKo are univariate nonconstant polynomials, being 
positive everywhere on R such that ,for any ~~02 the measure of the points y from an 
interval 1=(x-(pI(x))-l,x) at which 1 f(y)1 3exp’d’(po(x)) or If (y)l G(expCd’ POW-’ 
is less than (~~(x))-‘lexp(p~(x))=I~llexp(p~(x)). 
Corollary 1. The measure of the points y~iw ,for which I,f(y)l>expCd’(p3(y)) or 
I.f(y)lb(exp’d’p3(y))-1 isfinite, moreouer the measure ofsuch point y with IyI ax0 for 
any x0 20 is less than (expp,(x,))-’ f or suitable nonconstant polynomials p3, p4gK0 
being positive everywhere on R. 
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Remark 1. The polynomials pO, p2, p3, p4 could be calculated explicitly in terms of the 
size of the sigmoid and in the coefficients aj of the differential operators L (see (1)) to 
which satisfy the gate functions u occurring in the sigmoid. 
Remark 2. The bounds in the Theorem 1 and in the Corollary 1 are sharp. As an 
example consider a functionf= sin .(exp’d’)- ’ with the parallel sigmoidal complexity 
equal to d: the set of the points y at which If(y)1 < (expcd) ps(y))- ’ consists of a union 
of intervals where the nth interval (n =O, 1, . .) has a length (exp'"' p,(n))-’ and 
contains the point TC~ (for appropriate polynomials ps, PEEK,). 
One can treat Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 as the impossibility of “rather good” 
approximation of a function with the parallel sigmoidal complexity d by means of 
a function with less parallel complexity (in particular, by a rational function), thus if 
such an approximation does exist, it gives a lower bound on the parallel sigmoidal 
complexity. 
Corollary 1 could be easily extended to the sigmoids with branching instructions as 
the resulting function would be piecewise and one could apply the corollary to 
each piece. In particular, when we consider only rational computations, it gives 
a lower bound (the similar as in the Corollary 1) on the approximation by means of 
Blum-Shub-Smale computation ([3]). 
Finally, we estimate the number of zeroes of a function computed by a sigmoid. In 
the next proposition let us adopt a convention that exp’-“Econst. 
Proposition. Let a function f be computed by a sigmoid with a depth d> 1. There exists 
a set J c R with afinite measure such thatfor any XER the number of zeroes off in the set 
[0, xl\ J does not exceed expcd- ’ ) p,(x)for a suitable polynomial p7~K0, moreover the 
intersection [0, x]nJ is a union of at most exp(d-2)P7(~) intervals. 
2. Upper bounds on the functions computed by sigmoids 
From now on p1,p2, . will denote polynomials from K, each having a form 
pj=&(X ‘) where a polynomial pj monotonically increases on R+ and pj(0) 3 1. The 
proof of the following lemma is based on Gronwall’s inequality [6]. Let u satisfy (1). 
Lemma 1. For each j> 0 there exists a polynomial ~1.0’ such that IDjul< exp(p$@). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is conducted by induction on d . The next lemma serves to 
get upper bounds in the inductive step, its proof relies on (2) and Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let O<i<d. For a family of dtjferential polynomials G1, . . . . GkESi+ 1 one 
can produce a family of dtfherential polynomials 0 f Ho, . . ., HmEgi such that for every 
p1 ,p2 there exists p3 satisfying the following property: for arbitrary ~~58 tf the 
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iwudities /HoI >(exp”‘(p,))-‘, lHjl dexp”‘(p,), O<j<m ho/d eoerywhere on un in- 
terval Ii=(x-(exp”‘pl(x))-‘, X) then IG/I <exp”+“(p,), 1 <Lb k everywhere on Ii. 
3. Upper and lower bounds on Wronskians of the functions computed by sigmoids 
Denote by IV, the Wronskian of (1) (see [6]) 
W,, = det 
Du, ... Du, 
As W,,(x)= W,(x,) exp J”z, (--a,_ 1) ([6]) we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. For a suitable p4 (exp p4)- ’ < I W,) < exp p4. 
A function w = wi$‘, (see (2)) computed by the sigmoid, satisfies a linear ordinary 
differential equation 0 = ( C o 6, in b, D,) w with the coefficients b/Eai. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that wgconst, then u~((~~/~~)(w~~‘, wi”, . . ..X)). . . . . 
aM7zHw!1’>w!2’ , ., X))ESSi+, (see (2)) constitute a basis (over R) of the space of 
solutions of this equation. Denote by W, the Wronskian of this equation. One can 
prove the following lemma using Lemma 3 and the identity 
Lemma 4. For each function const $ w = wij+‘, computed by the sigmoid (see (2)) one cun 
produce difSerentiu1 polynomials O$ HP’ , . . ., H!‘“‘Egi such that for every pl, ps there 
exists p6 satisfying the following property: for arbitrary XER if the inequalities 
IHp’I>(exp”‘p,)-‘, IH~“‘l<exp”‘(p,), O<j<s hold everywhere on an interval 
li =(x - (exp”’ p, (x))- ‘, x) then the Wronskiun W, satisfies inequalities 
expCif”(p,)))’ 61 W,lbexp”+“(p,) everywhere on Ii. 
Let a differential polynomial GE~i+ 1. Then G satisfies a certain linear ordinary 
differential equation O=_YG=( xoGjG,,, hjDj)G with the coefficients hj~~i and with 
a basis (over R) of the space of solutions from pi+ 1 (one could produce the operator 
Y by induction on the construction of G, see [lo]). Denote by W, the Wronskian of 
the operator 9. The main purpose of this section is to establish the bounds on W,. An 
upper bound is provided by applying Lemma 2 to W, and getting a family 
E7 0, .,., E?,, E Yi, a lower bound is proved by induction on the construction of G (so, 
on the number of operations of differentiating, adding and multiplying), Lemma 
4 gives the base of this induction. 
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The subspace ker(a)c Y ; 0 Y 2 is invariant under the differential Galois group of the 
latter system (see [7], also 12, 51). Therefore, any nonsingular linear transformation of 
the space $ ‘1 0 % ; being of the form a=(z) where * is a matrix with the entries from 
R reduces (see e.g. 121) the system 
DV= V 
to the block-triangular form 
where v= 0 I? The space of solutions of the system D V, = C3 V3 coincides with ker(a) 
and the space of solutions of the system Dv, = C1 VI equals to d ‘+ (in [4,5] one can 
find the complexity bounds on reducing a system to the block-triangular form). 
Using the formula for the Wronskian WC, =exp j tr C1 as seen in [6], we obtain 
equalities 
WC, WC, = Wi;: ~~1 =(det 5). WC;, ;2j =(det 5) W,., Wr2 
As the coefficients of the vectors from ker(rr)c Y ‘, @ Y ; belong to qi+ I one can apply 
to them Lemma 2 and get a family Hg’. . . . . Hg:,“vi. Also det(a)=H,/H, for suitable 
Ho, H1~(li. Finally, using (3) we take Ht”+“*‘= Ht“‘. H(21’2).I?0. Hf’. l?, and as 
H(“‘+1’2) 
1 , . we take the union of Hj “‘I) H!““,ei, H’.“‘,l?,,l?, for allj>O and using , J 
(4) prove the inductive step for ~1, + Pi. Nahely, for every p9 there exists pIO satisfying 
the following property: for any rc[W (cf. (3), (4)) if IHd”‘+“L)I >(exp”)(p,))-‘, 
I Hj“’ +“‘)I <exp”’ (p4)) for all ,j>O everywhere on an interval Ii then 
(exp ‘ifl’(plo)-‘<l W~.l+l.L/~exp”“‘(Plo) everywhere on Ii. 
This completes the consideration of the inductive step for the sum c, +c2. The 
bound on W,., ,.L is proved in a similar way, the role of the direct sum Y ; @ $1 is being 
replaced by the tensor product Y ‘1 @ I2 I 2 and the role of the matrix diag(A,, AZ) is 
played by A, @ E,,+ E,, @ A2 where Ek, denotes the unit k, x li, matrix. Thus, by 
induction on the construction of the differential polynomial GE%~+~ we get the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5. For every d@wnfial polpnomiuls Go = G, G, , . ., G,,.EY~ + , one cun produce 
dferentiul polynotniuls 0 $ Ho, . ., H,E pi such that for uny pol)momials p, , p1 1 there 
exists a polynotnial p, I sutisfying the ,jidlowin~~ property: ,for arhitrury xc[w if 
IHOl>(exp”‘p,,)~’ lH I<exp”)p 
li=l.~-(eXp”‘p,(*-);-‘..~) G:f: 
0 </ < tl hold ez:erywhere on an intercal 
L etntl-I,‘s 2,4) then IG,l<exp”fl’p,,, 0</<1p and 
/ W,~3(exp”+“p,,)~’ rwrq‘\vhere on Ii. whew W, denotes the Wronskian of a certuin 
linear ordinar~~ djfltrential equution 0 = ( x o ~ jc ,,, ;,(j’ D’) G with thtl c.o@icirnts ;“j’~Lr~ 
und with N basis (orrr R) of' the spucr of so1ution.s Go. “, , Go,,_ 1 EP;+ 1 
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4. Lower bounds on functions computed by a sigmoid 
Relying on a lower bound on the Wronskian W, (see Lemma 5) one can obtain 
a lower bound on a differential polynomial 0 $ GE~i+ 1 
Lemma 6. For every diflerential polynomials 0 + Go = G, G1, ., G,i EP~+ 1 one can 
produce difSerentia1 polynomials O$ PO, . ., ~,,E~i such that .for any polynomials 
p1,p13 there exist polynomials p14,p15,p16 satisfying the following property: for arbit- 
rary XER ifI~013(exp(i)p,,)-1,1~,I~exp”)p,,, O</<v hold everywhere on an 
interual ri=(X-(exp”‘p,(.~))-‘,x), then /G/I dexp @+“p14 eoerywhere on Ii and there 
exists a disjoint family qf subintervals {I iy 1 jz of the interval Ii each with the length 
lI~~,I=(exp (i+1)p15(x))-1, moreover the lower bound /G\>(exp”+‘)p,,(x))-’ holds 
everywhere on I?21 fbr each CI andfinally ~~~l~~,~~~IiI(l-(exp”“‘p,,(x))-‘). In 
addition, the complement Ii\ u 31!a+)1 consists qfat most exp”‘p,,(x) intercals and G has 
at most exp”‘p,,(x) zeroes in Ii. 
The latter inequality informally means that the desired lower bound on / G I holds 
“almost everywhere” on Zi. 
To prove Lemma 6 first apply Lemma 5 to Go, ., G, and produce H,,, . ., H,. Then 
taking an equation O=(x0Qj9,, q,(j)Dj)G from Lemma 5 produce an equation 
o=(CO<j<m” (j’Dj)DG with the coefficients ~(~)E~~,;‘(“‘)=cJ(“)~O. Apply Lemma 
2toafamily{DjG } 0,/ o~j /Sm_1 (see Lemma 5) and get a family Ho, . . ..H.EYi. AS the 
required in the lemma differential polynomials take X0 = H,H,a’“’ and as 
Xl, . . . . 2, take the union of Ho, . . . . H,, Ho, . . . . HP, a(‘), . . . . CT(~). Hence Lemmas 2, 
5 imply the existence of polynomials p1,,p18,p19,p2,, such that inequalities 
I cr’m’ 3(exp”‘p,,))’ I WG13(exp”+‘~p18)~‘, IG,I<expci+l)pl,, lD’Go.,I< 
exp”+“p,,, I/l”‘l<kxp”‘p,, hold everywhere on Ii. When G s const, these inequali- 
ties give the lemma, so assume that Ggconst. 
We claim that G takes every value e in the interval Ii at most 
max{m+ 1,2(m+ l)/Zilexp”‘p~,(x)} times. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists 
a subinterval I c Ii of a length jb = min { I Ii I, (2 exp”) p:,(x)) - ‘1 in which G takes value 
E at least m + 1 times. Therefore, each derivative DC, . . ., D”G has at least one root in 
the interval I. Denote M(j)=max,., IDjG(y)l. Then iM(j+‘)>M(j), 1 <j<m. Let 
D “‘+lG reach M ‘mf*’ at a point yoel. Then 
,j,ftm+l)= (g'm'(yo))-l o’j’Dj+lc(yo) )I 
the contradiction proves the claim. 
Construct a sequence of polynomials ro, . . ., r, 1 EK,, by (inverse) induction: 
set r,~l=p,s+(m-l)p,0+m2, and rj=2rj+, +P*0+2, O<,j<m- 1, then 
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ro 3rl 3 ... 3r,- 1 everywhere on R. First, assume that at some point x1 eZi inequali- 
ties lDjG(x,)I<(exp’if”rj(x))-‘<(exp(i+’) r,_,(.x)))l hold for all O<,j<m-1. 
Then expanding Wronskian W, with respect to the column consisting of 
G,DG, . . ..D”-I G (as G $ 0 we can take G as one of the elements of a basis of the 
space of solutions of O=(Cocjsm ;,‘j’D j) G) we obtain inequalities 
that contradicts to the choice of r,,- 1. 
Consider a subinterval 1”’ c Ii on which 1 G I< (exp(‘+ ’ 1 ro(x))- 1 everywhere. Take 
the minimal 1 <jodm- 1 such that there exists a point SEMI for which 
Io’“G(xo)13(exp”‘1’rjo(X-))~1. Since lDj”+‘GI <exp(‘+‘)p,,(x) everywhere on Ii we 
get for arbitrary xz~li inequalities 
Assume that at least one of two points x3 =x0 k(exp”+ “(rj,, +pzo)(x))-’ belong to 
I (‘I, then 
that leads to a contradiction with the minimality ofj,. Thus, neither of two considered 
points belong to I”‘, therefore, ll’“‘~ 62(exp’iC”(rj,+p20)(~)))1. 
Partition the interval Ii on the subintervals with the endpoints in which G takes 
the values f (exp”+ ’ ) T~(.x))~ ‘. By the proved above there are at most 
2maxjm+ 1,2(m+ l)lIil exp”‘p:,(x)) such subintervals. Also we have proved that 
the length of any subinterval on which I G/ < (exp(‘+ ’ ) ro(.x))-l everywhere, is less than 
2(exp”f”(rj,+p20)(~))-1 (th’ IS is used in the proof of the proposition from the section 
l), partitioning all the other subintervals into disjoint subintervals I yi 1 completes the 
proof of Lemma 6. 
Finally, one can prove Theorem 1 (and as well the proposition). First, apply Lemma 
6 to i=ctL I and a family of differential polynomials consisting of a single element 
f‘~9~, then to the obtained family from Od_ 1 and i = d - 2 again apply Lemma 6 and 
so on decreasing i until we get a family of the rational functions from f%lo = R(X). Then 
we ascertain the necessary bounds by induction on (increasing i) again using Lemma 
6 for the inductive step. 
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Since the derivative 
D(k(lP” r+l,...tUi+l “~‘n=l~~~~~q,(uj:l:)~g(uj:l: ,...) u;j;;))EPi+l 
1+1 
for a certain polynomial yEPi[Zl, . .,Z,], the derivative should be also small (as 
being also a Pfaffian function). If k$g in the ring Pi[Zl, . . ..Z.] then there exist 
polynomials kl,Y1EPi[Z1, . . ..Z.] such that O$kk,+yg1EPi[Z1, . . ..Z._,]. But then 
the function (kk +gg )( ,!‘I’ 1 1 2, , + 1, . ., ulj;;‘) is small by virtue of Lemma 7, this contradicts 
to the choice of m. 
Now let y= kg, for some goEPi[ZI, . . . . Z,]. Consider any 1 </ <rn for which 
deg,(q,)d 1, then for each 1 <s<m 
and therefore, Z, does not occur in the polynomial go. If for some 1 </<m 
deg,(q,)32 then Lemma 7 entails that ) ui!fi I<exp”‘p,, for a suitable polynomial 
pz3. Hence Iy 0 ’ (,!‘I’ 1+1, .. ..vIj.;‘)I<exp”‘p,, for a certain pz4. Thus, 
ID(k(vl’:I,...,olj;;‘))/k(vjj::,...,vlj;;’)l~exp(“p,,, 
therefore 
llog 1 k(v!“’ I+1,...,ulj;;))lliexp”‘p25 
for an appropriate pzs and finally 
Ik(c!“’ 
t+l,...tUi+l ‘jm’)lZ(exp”+“p,,)-‘, 
this contradicts to the supposition that k(oitj, . . . . uj{r;‘) is small. 
In the general case choose some transcendental over Pi basis (let it be u:$ 
(jl) among v,+~,...,u!~” l-t1 Then there exists a polynomial 
t(Y)= c t (0 Y’EP,[v;j+‘;, . ..,v)j;:] [ Y] 
O,<i<k 
1 (j, 
13...7c'i+ ‘1) 
with the coefficients t”)EPi[oi$i, . . ..ui’.i], O<d<k and t(‘)+O such that 
t(k(&!;, . . . . v!‘;;‘))=O. Since we have proved that Jt(“)l>(exp”fl’p,,)-’ and by 
Lemma 7 It(“/<exp”+“p,,, Od/<k for a suitable pz6, we obtain that 
Ik@!“’ r+l, . . ..vjj.;‘)l>(l/2)(exp”+“p2,)-2 and complete the proof of Theorem 2 taking 
into account that any element of the field Pi + 1 can be represented as a quotient 
k(l’(v!“’ I+l, . . ..~l~~~)/k”‘(uI’~. . . ..ui”.:)for some elements v!“’ r+l ,..., ~i$“;~P~+~eachsat- 
isfying an equation of the type (1) and polynomials k(l), kc2’cPi[Z,, . . ..Z.]. 
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6. Deviation theorems for elementary sigmoids 
By an elementary sigmoid with a depth d we mean a sigmoid like in the Section 
1 where at the computational step (2) the gate function is either u =exp or u = log, in 
the latter case we impose a requirement that (gI/g2)(wi1’, . . . . X) is positive every- 
where. Then the function w:‘:~ satisfies an equation of the form (5) and therefore 
Wi!+)lEPi+ 1. A function computed by an elementary sigmoid is elementary (cf. [lo]). 
A “standard” sigmoid ([9]) is a particular case of an elementary one. Theorem 
2 implies the following. 
Corollary 2. Let a function Off be a computed by an elementary sigmoid with a depth d. 
Then for a certain polynomial p2, we have (expCdPp,,)- ‘<I f I<exp(d) p2,. 
The remarks similar to Remarks 1, 2 and the remark about Blum-Shub-Smale 
model from the Section 1 are true also for the elementary sigmoids. 
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